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Abstract: This paper describes and qualifies a module introduced to a selection of Management School students in 2014/15. ULMS549 Venture Dynamics: Buying, Building, Selling Enterprises is a new core module for MSc Entrepreneurship students but an elective module for other specialised MSc’s. It is a practical in role initiative which aims to move the entrepreneurship education remit and general management perceptions of entrepreneurship, beyond the traditional start-up focus, to the additional objective of buying and growing an existing business. Students use ‘live cases’ of actual businesses that are advertised For Sale in the UK. The students are required to work in small teams researching the businesses then, using transfer agent accounts, negotiate with vendors, assess multiple buying alternatives and identify opportunities to increase their chosen business’s value by becoming operational investors. The back story to the module’s significance is that the students have all been made redundant and have agreed to pool their redundancy packages together which is [an imaginary] £250,000. They know in advance that they have to increase the value of the business they choose in order to sell it on for profit but the percentage changes each year. In 2014/15 their target was a 25% increase in value and sale price. This module instils consideration that formulating an exit strategy is increasingly important whereas traditional approaches to entrepreneurship education all too often imply that starting up and maintaining a new business is the objective in itself (Pardo 2013). Increasingly new businesses get started in-order-to be bought out by a larger firm. This module requires firstly a group Investment Proposal [for 30% of overall grade] to validate why their chosen business is regarded as a sound investment. The second assessment [for 70% of overall grade] is an individual strategic proposal for how to go about adding value so all the group members can free up their capital, hopefully with some profit. 
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1. Introduction
Whether we openly admit it or not we are all competing for the same small cohort of students willing and able to study entrepreneurship at university. Countries compete for Overseas International Students (OIS) and individual Higher Education Institutions (HEI’s) compete with one another for the best students. On taking over as a Director of Studies for the MSc Entrepreneurship at a Russell Group University in 2013 the first observation the author recognised was how little of the real world of entrepreneurship was included in the degree programme. It was an MBA programme up until 2011 and had been left unchanged with the main focus on business management theories with a minor focus on entrepreneurship activity. The author decided she would introduce what she had learned and experienced during three decades of being an entrepreneur into the curriculum.

The World Economic Forum (2009) report, Educating the Next Wave of Entrepreneurs: Unlocking entrepreneurial capabilities to meet the global challenges of the 21st Century indicated existing limitations to accomplish this challenge and urged educators to address the following: 
1.	Highlight and raise awareness of the importance of entrepreneurship education in spurring economic growth and achieving the Millennium Development Goals.
2.	Consolidate existing knowledge and good practices in entrepreneurship education around the world to enable the development of innovative new tools, approaches and delivery methods.
3.	Provide recommendations to governments, academia, the private sector and other actors on the development and delivery of effective education programmes for entrepreneurship.
4.	Launch a process in which the recommendations can be discussed on the global, regional, national and local levels and implemented with the involvement of key stakeholders.

We were particularly impressed by points 2 and 3. Our initial research was nothing more sophisticated than a competitor search using online tools and checking other HEIs website information. A quick assessment of most masters programmes in entrepreneurship contain very similar offerings but the vast majority focus on teaching students the skills and competences of becoming more entrepreneurial (Edelman, Manolova, and Brush, 2008). There is much agreement about the division between teaching ‘about’ and teaching ‘for’ and we found an increasing number of institutions are moving from the about to the for which is encouraging (Pittaway and Edwards 2012; Fayolle and Gailley 2015). Our own frustration was what prompted the thinking behind this module where a rapid rise in small businesses changing hands was not being acknowledged in the higher education sector. We wanted to differentiate University of Liverpool by using what was readily available and we believe, makes for a more realistic learning and teaching objective. We encourage our entrepreneurship and management students to try this in a safe university environment and to familiarise themselves with what will be expected of them after graduation. Why go to all the trouble, risk and effort of starting from scratch when you can buy and develop an off-the-shelf business that is actually up For Sale which has a trading history? The authors own experience prior to becoming an academic was in starting up new businesses but also selling them once she had reached her level of expertise and ability to grow them. She often bought them too to add to one of a portfolio of businesses which made up a Pub Co. estate of 35 units. Things haven’t changed much except in the formulas for valuing a business either for sale or to buy. It was a very simple multiple of three times net profit in the 1980s but now it can be up to a multiple of ten for care sector businesses and of course almost unlimited multiples for some of the most desirable technology businesses. So the module creation was simply a desire to move entrepreneurship education towards a broader menu of options for students studying business and management in UK HEIs. Entrepreneurship education has to evolve into more than just start-ups and management of those start-ups. It can include the same processes and opportunities that we see in the domestic housing sector. ‘Flipping’ a business for a quick profit is one extreme but strategically buying, building and strengthening a businesses valuation and profitability at the other (Duval-Couetil 2013). Both require highly developed financial accountancy skills and a specific terminology master’s students are rarely introduced to but will possibly employ in the world of work on graduation.					
	
2. Back story – setting the scene
The probability of redundancy is increasing likely for junior management posts internationally. This is one area where we succeed in attracting a good number of our masters students at Russell Group universities. Therefore it is believed that presenting students with a past or future likely scenario is both responsible and ethical. In the QAA Report (2012) entrepreneurship education is defined as “the process of equipping students (or graduates) with an enhanced capacity to generate ideas and the skills to make them happen”. It was from this stance that we wanted to include buying an underperforming business and identifying ways of improving it as another way to 'make it happen' for our students. Research also supports the identification of an increased perception of urgency in decision-making when a windfall is added to the stress points that redundancy and loss of occupational identity can bring (Shafer, Talavera and Weir 2011). 

The back story to the module’s significance is that the students have all been made redundant and have agreed to pool their redundancy packages together which is (an imaginary) £250,000. They know in advance that they have to increase the value of the business they choose in order to sell it on for profit but the percentage changes each year. In 2014-15 their target was a 25% increase in value and sale price. This module instils consideration that formulating an exit strategy is increasingly important whereas traditional approaches to entrepreneurship education all too often imply that starting up and maintaining a new business is the objective in itself (Jones & Penaluna 2013; Pardo 2013). Increasingly new businesses get started in-order-to be bought out by a larger firm. 





Several authors have noted the limitations in entrepreneurship education imposed by traditional assessment tools such as examinations, report writing, presentation exercises and business plans (Edwards & Muir 2012; Gibb 2011; Jones & Penaluna 2013). Others fear consistency issue of marking alternative assessments are an area for concern (McClellan 2004). 

This module requires firstly a Group Investment Proposal for 30% of overall grade to validate why their chosen business is regarded as a sound investment. Students are encouraged to construct this as a communication document to one another to express why they as a group agree that their choice of purchase is a lucrative one (Heywood 1977). This requires quite a high degree of speculation on their part. All authentic financial data must be included in the Appendix section of their Proposal accompanied with any planning issues such as compulsory purchase orders, Health & Safety Regulatory documentation, licenses, Fire Certificates and anything else that is relevant. 					

3.1 Timing within MSc Programme
The master’s students take this module in the second half of the first semester of our one year programmes. Consequently they really don’t know each other very well. People have not yet formed firm friendships or learned who is and who isn’t a proactive student so they are allowed to self select their teams of three or four.




















The second assessment for 70% of overall module grade is an individual strategic proposal for how to go about adding value so all the group members can free up their invested capital, hopefully with some profit. Much is debated about the strengths and weaknesses of group work in higher education (Brookfield 1986) so by making the higher weighting assessment an individual piece, students who perhaps didn't participate fully through the initial buying decision making phase have to be quite creative and in some cases bold in their proposals for increasing value. 		

3.2 Expert valuers needed
The Venture Dynamics; Buying Building Selling Enterprises module was in fact designed by an accounting colleague and myself over the academic year 2013-14 but as often happens, he took another post before the module began. The author’s limited experience was clearly insufficient so we reached out to a professional Business Transfer Agent. These are sometimes called Commercial Business Brokers. David Hole of Galen Partners Ltd. was invited in to teach students the important formulas, procedures and technicalities for buying an existing business. Coincidentally the recommended reading text was written by one of the founding partners so it was serendipitous that our appeal for help went to the author and his partner. More luck than judgement if we are honest. 

They also covered the key areas to address when it comes to sell the business the groups chose to purchase. Businesses can be valued according to a multiple of the business's profits. However if there are any improvement or new use changes to a business, that can also increase its value for example converting an empty hotel to a residential care home. Brokers recommend a price/earnings (P/E) ratio, usually between five and 10 times the annual post-tax profit, depending on the nature of the business. Serial and portfolio entrepreneurs are brought in as guest lecturers. They showed students that after a few start-up experiences, good and bad, business transfers become a normal way of life; a career choice. What was significant is that students who do not have a strong financial educational background found the articulation of terms needed very challenging. Our industry expert reported taking email inquiries right up until the morning of the submission date for the first proposal. He was very happy to work through the students’ fears and anxieties and give his professional opinion on the likelihood of their choices succeeding but it was telling that confidence in this new real world possibility was not embedded in any of the students after the first three weeks. 

The learning intended to be experienced and explored in this module sits within a broader educational framework which includes a focus on family business succession problems, international mergers and acquisitions [M&As] and the historical significance of the small business transfer environment. These three lecture topics were given by our specialist knowledge Professors in each discipline. Their existing expertise is what made the module so varied. Transfers of SME’s is not a new phenomenon but during the recent recession between 2006 and 2015 the SME Transfer Agent sector has become a rapidly growing market in itself (Allinson et al, 2007).				

4. Exit strategies
Exit strategies are as important as start-up and management for a dynamic European entrepreneurial economy and this module forces the student to think beyond the start-up phase so well established in higher education. It encourages students to consider whether they want to operate a business for a lifetime of if in fact as so often happens in the 21st century, a point of departure is equally important so that they can move on to the next project, business, job or investment opportunity. As a high degree of our students at masters level are from other countries and indeed continents, that indicates that moving from place to place is a prospect they already accept as reasonable. It demonstrates that being an entrepreneurial owner is not a destination point in the real world of entrepreneurship and we don’t often address this often enough in our entrepreneurship education programmes (Bechard and Gregoire 2005; Blenker et al 2014) .				

5. Results
Having run the module just once so far, results are interesting but not exhaustive. Most of the students did much better in the first assessment in groups than they did on their individual piece. That is explored here. Possibly through lacking confidence, the choices of businesses to purchase were rather disappointing. They were ‘safe’ purchases of restaurants, café bars, public houses and office blocks. That said, the thinking that went in to these purchases forced teams of three strangers to negotiate with one another on issues of ethics, capability, geographical knowledge and financial predictions. One team ‘forgot’ to include the financial data for their choice of purchase when in fact one of their team had assured the other two that he had 'definitely included everything required'. The whole team was penalised heavily for that omission because a marker cannot realistically gauge if it is a good purchasing decision or not without them. So although the 'back story' is entirely fictional both of the innocent but affected students felt they had been let down by their colleague who failed to deliver what he had responsibility for. Student S9 hadn't submitted a complete Proposal with supporting documentation, so both S1 and S2 began, to treat him with increased distrust going forward. This is another reason the Individual Proposal bears 70% of the marking, more than twice the 30% weighting for the team piece. 

The individual Proposals were either excellent or again fairly safe. The tutorials in this module are dedicated to discussing ideas of how to increase the value of the businesses. One for example was a Public House with a medium sized patch of land with it which had planning permission for two residential properties to be built on it. Whilst in discussion one of the team planned to develop the field and establish an annual music festival on it but when the Proposals were submitted all three instead chose to extend the currently only weekend opening hours to mid week or to add items to the menu. Disappointing results from what could have been a truly creative endeavour.

The most innovative piece submitted was an office block in the Midlands which only had 6% occupancy and had been that way for over twelve months. The property was cited on a semi industrial estate and quite shabby looking. Two of the students Individual Proposals suggested a facelift and improving security so as to attract more occupants. However the most feasible and entrepreneurial suggestion came from student S12 who stated clearly she would not waste money on décor but instead turn the empty units in to Storage Units for customers to store unwanted items on a long term, Direct Debit arrangement for fees. This is a growing market with big box companies across the world realising the consumer culture we have means many people cannot or don’t want to store excesses in their homes. The novelty of this idea against the others is in the knowledge that as human beings we tend to operate on an out-of-sight-out-of-mind coping mechanism. Unlike taking people as tenants, this business model exploits the need for a storage solution at a small but highly regular revenue stream. She got top marks for her simple, affordable, believable idea of how to increase revenue on the one hand but also for making the re-sell factor much more attractive to a new buyer due to the low maintenance for running the business under its new focus.


6. Limitations and reflections
The new module should have been available to MSc’s in Accounting and Finance, Management, Operations and Supply Chain Management, Project Management and International Business. Unfortunately approval was only finalised in summer of 2014, so other Management School MSc Programme Directors were unaware of its availability to their students. Going forward it may prove very useful for students who need to consider supply chain management in particular because many weaknesses in a supply chain can be strengthened through vertical integration procedures (Jones and Matlay 2011). For International Business students these techniques could be useful for internationalisation policies within large or small firm’s expansion strategies. Primarily what concerns us is how limited the knowledge and experiences of Accounting and Finance students are even on graduation. Universities rarely include the buying and selling processes of the small firm sector. At some point many of our entrepreneur graduates might need to become more aware of how complex this process is and will seek the advice of Accountants who themselves have limited knowledge of what is involved. Therefore we would encourage other HEIs to consider this evolution in entrepreneurship education and accountancy education as valuable to their students too.

To improve the delivery and develop deeper understanding moving forward, students have asked if they could be provided with a few case study examples of how businesses have been successfully bought, built and sold before commencing with the more technical information they need to absorb. This we feel is something we can happily introduce for next year. Similarly non EU students explained that the buying process in the UK is totally new to them so simply negotiating with the numerous business transfer websites was challenging for them. We will consequently spend a few hours in the first week showing the merits and weaknesses of a sample so as to reduce unnecessary confusion. 
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